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One of My Personal Pet Peeves:
Upcoming events with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe, and
live Adamus channels.
For more information go to:
www.crimsoncircle.com/events

EVENTS
July 16-19, 2011
Sexual Energies School Teacher Training
Manly, Australia (near Sydney)
July 22-24, 2011
Mystery School In Australia
Manly, Australia (near Sydney)
August 6, 2011
August Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, United States
August 12-13, 2011
Advanced Sexual Energies School
Munich, Germany SOLD OUT!
August 14, 2011
Body of Consciousness
Munich, Germany SOLD OUT!
August 15, 2011
CC Advanced Studies Teacher gathering
Munich, Germany
September 3, 2011
NO September Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, United States
September 9 -11, 2011
Shaumbra New Energy Conference
Santa Fe, New Mexico, United States
October 1, 2011
October Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, United States
October 6-12, 2011
Mystic Tour
Chartres and Carnac France

Click for more information on Events
Contined next page

CUSTOMER SERVICE
By Geoffrey Hoppe

“Your call is important to us.” Famous last words in the world of Customer Service.
If the call really was important we wouldn’t have to go through a maze of
options and button pushing and waiting-waiting-waiting on the telephone. If the
call was important the person on the other end of the line would actually care
about resolving the problem, not just getting the upset customer off the phone.
According to CBS News, in the U.S. alone there are over 43 billion customer
service calls per year. 43 billion! The dreaded task of calling a Customer Service
number is usually filled with stress, impatience and adversity. I know, I know. I
should breathe and be a New Energy kind of guy. But the Customer Service HellHole is just one of those things that pops my cork.
A lot of it comes down to the money issue. The average cost of handling a
live customer call is $7.50 if the call is answered by a live person located in the
US. In comparison, it costs about $1.25 if the call is handled by a call center in
India, the Philippines, or some of the other countries with lower wages than the
US or Europe. It costs just 30 cents ($0.30) if the call is handled by an Automated
Service System (ASS), those charmless electronic systems that you just want to
choke… but can’t.
Perhaps Linda and I have more than our share of calling into the Customer
Service quagmire because we have to deal with airlines and hotels, the most
notorious for ranky customer service. We have a lot of office equipment,
computers, and other assorted gadgets than need attention, and they ultimately
need customer service. We do our banking and financial work electronically
which also seems to end up involving customer service terrorism.
As Crimson Circle grew, and the needs of Shaumbra also increased, we talked
about how to handle Customer Service. It had previously been done de facto by
whoever on the staff was available, and depending if the situation involved the
website (Michelle), a workshop (Suzy), a technical problem
(John), teachers (Lindsay), payments (Mary Alyce), or
a general question (usually Jean). Several years ago
we realized that a tremendous amount of staff time
was going to customer service. And, while we are
delighted to provide this for Shaumbra,
we knew we had to be more efficient
while still providing exceptional
service. We immediately nixed
the idea of an automated
electronic system. People need
to talk to people, not robots. We
Continued next page
Back to Index
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October 13-23, 2011
European Book Tour
Germany
- Basel
- Zurich
- Vienna
- Berlin
- Hanover
- Hamburg
October 15-16, 2011
Body of Consciousness
Zurich, Switzerland
October 19, 2011
Alchemy of Light & Dark
Vienna, Austria
October 21, 2011
Alchemy of Light & Dark
Berlin, Germany
October 23, 2011
Body of Consciousness
Hamburg, Germany
November 5, 2011
November Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, United States
November 12-24, 2011
Egypt - Nov 2011
Cairo, Egypt SOLD OUT!
December 2-4, 2011
DreamWalker Life
Frankfurt, Germany
December 11, 2011
December Monthly Meeting & Shaumbra
Christmas Party!
Golden, Colorado, United States

Click for more information on Events
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Customer Service - continued from previous page

knew we couldn’t outsource it to India. After all, how would we train the CS agents
to handle questions like, “Is Adamus working with me in dream-state or is it just
an angry aspect trying to keep me from sleeping?” Hmmm.
So we opted for the good, old-fashioned way: A live person on the other end
of the phone or email. Someone who really cares. Someone who picks up the
phone without putting you through a complex maze of button pushing and waiting
(“For Anxiety press #1, for Frustration press #2, for a Long Wait Time press #3,
for total Lack of Compassion press #4…”). No, we’ve all had enough of THAT.
We wanted our Customer Service experience as easy and familiar as calling your
family, but without the drama.
Bonnie Capelle is Shaumbra’s full-time, loving and responsive Customer
Service Manager. She’s been on the job for about two years, and I couldn’t think
of anyone better to handle a Shaumbra call or email. She knows Shaumbra.
Linda and I have known Bonnie since before the Crimson Circle existed. She
goes to all of the Shouds and listens to or reads the channels. She’s an advocate
for Shaumbra, making sure their voice is always heard. Bonnie is the type of
person that won’t sleep until every Shaumbra question is answered. She recently
asked me if it was OK to take some time off on weekends. She was determined
to handle all inquiries within 24 hours. (I told her that Shaumba would understand
that if it took a while longer on weekends.)
When Bonnie doesn’t know the answer to a Shaumbra question she
immediately contacts the right person within the Crimson Circle staff to get an
answer. She pursues the CS action until she gets an answer. I know, because
Bonnie will gently remind me that there’s an outstanding issue until I give her an
answer. If I’m traveling she’ll calculate the time difference and make sure I have
the email first thing in the morning, my usual time for handling emails.
Bonnie handles anywhere between 300-400
customer service inquiries per month. She
treats each and every person with honor
and respect. She’s very efficient,
but on the other hand she never
brushes anyone off just to close
out the CS ticket. When we
started the Awakening Zone
radio network her workload
increased by about 33%
because there were a lot of
questions about logins, show
times, guest and host requests,
and archive/download issues.
Bonnie has successfully handled about
99% of all inquiries, but a few have gone
unresolved simply because it was really
more of an issue with the customer’s
computer or Internet connection.
Back to Index
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Customer Service - continued from previous page

Bonnie has the official title of Customer Service Manager but in fact every
CC staff member has the same consciousness about Shaumbra. If you’ve ever
gone to a workshop, listened to a webcast, or checked out the CC website you’ll
experience the same level of care and service from every staff member: Michelle
MacHale, Jean Tinder, Suzy Schemel, John Kuderka, Mary Alyce Owens, Lindsay
Yogi, Alain Bolea and Joe Rumbolo all love being in service to Shaumbra. After
all, as Adamus says, “Only the Master can be in true service; everyone else is
but a slave.”

NEW

SHOUD
VIDEO
Spiral Experience

Enjoy the recap of (NEXT) Series
Shoud 11 (June 2011), now posted on
YouTube. Adamus talks about current
energies and allowing yourself to
experience the spiral of expansion &
evolution.
Click to watch

I hope you can feel how danged proud I am of Crimson Circle’s Customer
Service. A Bean Counter (accountant) might tell us that we’re spending too much
time and money on service. I’d tell them that’s exactly what Shaumbra deserves.
I’d tell them that it’s a New Energy thing – respecting the customer, putting the
customer first – with the clear understanding that the entire reason we’re here
is service to Shaumbra! Yes, I’d have a few very clear words with the Bean
Counter until they either ran for the door or began to understand that New Energy
companies are Heart Line oriented, not bottom line oriented.
Thank you for the opportunity to talk about Crimson Circle’s amazing Customer
Service. By the way, not all companies have poor customer service. There are
some corporate Standards for great customer service including Apple Computers
(one of the best, based on my personal experience), Whole Foods (the natural
food grocery chain in the US), American Express (believe it or not, a financial
company with good CS), Costco (the US-based warehouse superstore), Amazon.
com and airline discounter Southwest Airlines. And in my own humble opinion…
the Crimson Circle Energy Company. Because they love Shaumbra!

Radiant
Breath

By Aandrah (Norma Delaney)

While in California years ago, I worked with the energy of Sai Baba. He came
to us as any of the other channeled energies come to humans, coming in to teach
us a form of healing that he wanted to share with us. He repeatedly came into our
work/healing room for almost a year.
One of the key tools he awakened within me, besides words and touch, was
the Radiance that can flow from the eyes. He invited us to use this method with
our workshops and private sessions so people who were open could begin to
receive. Others have spoken of the eyes being the doorway and window to the
Soul, and this transmission of Radiance is pure Soul to Soul.
When Kuan Yin came into our life she asked us to teach breathing. She
was aware people could only use their ears to hear and mind to translate. She
Back to Index
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Radiant Breath - continued from previous page

Crimson Circle Classics

BURIED
TREASURES
FROM TOBIAS!

repeatedly told me humans cannot hear us until they can truly open themselves.
She did not mean this as an insult, only with compassionate awareness that
humans do love their mind and its old familiar stories.
This Breath she offered to awaken is the pure breath as done by a baby. Mind
has not become a part of the operating tools for a baby. Pure radiance from
the essence of the human allows the baby to begin its journey, which looks like
breathing to humans.
Many times in our teachings and talks we have urged people to breathe from
their core, home of the Soul/Essence, not their mind. Words are so lacking it
was hard to convey what we were sensing. The great blessing, for me, was the
endless compassion shared by Kuan Yin.
The first step to connecting each person with their Soul/Essence was to start
breathing using whatever form of breathing they could allow for themselves.
We urge everyone to connect with their Soul to become a Soul-led human, no
longer the mind-led human. This was the key that Sai Baba and Kuan Yin said
was important.
Falling into the pool of compassionate love that each Soul/Essence is, allows
an integration of pure Soul and Human. As this becomes the New Energy
Human or Divine Human, that we are truly meant to become as we accept our
true Radiance from our core, this Radiance will go before us to awaken our
highway of new potentials.

In the last Shoud Adamus mentioned
the Anasazi who lived in the lands
of what is now Southwest USA. But
it was not the first time the Anasazi
have been mentioned. In June 2003
Shaumbra gathered near Santa Fe
for “An Afternoon With Tobias” in
which he gave the amazing message
now called “Winds of the Anasazi.”
He talked about the energies of the
area, the Awakening of humanity,
and then invited in the spirit of the
Anasazi for an unforgettable dance
of celebration and farewell.

At the live Shoud on July 2, Adamus invited me to do breathing with Shaumbra
as part of his discussion about integration. I started the breathing in the usual
fashion, using words of guidance with the breathing experience. Then Adamus
asked me to do the breathing with only music in the background, sans words.
And finally Adaums asked me to guide the Breath with no words, only Radiance.
This Radiance flows as easily from my eyes as fragrance from a flower. Although
at first the audience wasn’t sure what to do without words, within moments there
was a shift of energy in the room. People got it! We began breathing with pure
consciousness – without the need for words. It was a sacred moment, and I have
Continued next page

This special Tobias channel and Q&A
are now being re-released as a digital
download (MP3 & PDF).
Price - $15
Click for more info

Back to Index
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Radiant Breath - continued from previous page

NEW!

received many emails since then from people listening in online who also felt the
beauty of the experience.
This is available to each person as they open to their full potential. You do not
need Sai Baba, who has crossed over, or Kuan Yin to assist you. Your choice,
your breath of compassion for you, and beginning the new journey of being a
Soul/Essence-led human will open you to your grand potential and truth of all
that you are.
Visit Norma's website at newbreath.net

New Product
If you listened live to the July Shoud,
you may have noticed a great tune
played at the end. It was “Ahmyo,”
a mix of original music and Adamus’
voice by Aric McIntyre. You can now
purchase two versions of “Ahmyo”
("chill mix" and "high energy mix") in
the Shaumbra Shoppe.
Just $4.00 for both tracks!
Click for more info

Kuthumi & Ah-Kir-Rah
K u t h u m i ’s s t o r y o f his
connection with A h - K i r - R a h
during h i s d a r k e s t h o u r
Recorded at the Kryon Summer Conference • Sedona, Arizona • June 12, 2011
Channeled by Geoffrey Hoppe, assisted by Linda Benyo

As a young student at Cambridge University in the mid 1800’s, Kuthumi
lal Singh experienced a mental and physical breakdown. He was confined
for nearly two years. In the midst of this nightmarish experience, feeling as
Back to Index
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though he was completely lost and abandoned, Kuthumi had a profound
encounter with his Soul Self, Ah-Kir-Rah.

NEW
SHAUMBRA

PH OTOS

After 714 days Kuthumi reappeared, healthy and transformed. He spent
the rest of his life traveling, teaching, singing and dancing.
In this touching story delivered at the Kryon Summer Conference in
Sedona, Arizona, Kuthumi recounts the events leading up to his mental
breakdown and the subsequent time of tragic darkness and despair. Finally,
in his darkest hour Kuthumi meets his Soul-Self, known as Ah-Kir-Rah. The
conversation between Kuthumi and Ah-Kir-Rah offers a fascinating insight
into the relationship between the human aspect and the soul. Here’s an
excerpt of their discussion:
“Ah-Kir-Rah, am I dead?” Ah-Kir-Rah smiled and said, “No. You are
finally alive.”
“What becomes of my body?” Ah-Kir-Rah said, “Your body will rejuvenate,
and whether it stays in physical form or simply goes into the vapors, it
doesn’t matter. The body is temporary. You are eternal.”
“What of my mind, what of my studies, what of my ambitions and goals?”
Ah-Kir-Rah said, “You will never go back.”
Kuthumi lal Singh is an occasional guest at Crimson Circle gatherings.
He is well known in metaphysical circles for his lifetime as Kuthumi in the
1800’s, and in previous incarnations as Thutmose III, Pythagoras, Balthazar
and St. Francis of Assisi.
Rated ✰✰✰✰✰ by listeners!
“This is one of the most beautiful channels I have EVER heard!”

It’s now very easy to check out the
latest photos from the monthly Shoud
and Crimson Circle events around the
world. Just go to the CC Home Page
and click on the camera icon!

ENJOY!

“It was just what I needed at this moment in my life too. Incredibly beautiful
and simple to understand. My eyes were opened.”
“I feel like I am falling in love. I feel so close to that moment of total integration
Kuthumi and Ah-Kir-Rah had. This is all I want.”

Format: Digital download (MP3) with text transcript, or physical CD with text transcript
Cost: $20 USD digital download; $25 physical CD
Listen to a sample of this beautiful channel from Kuthumi - click here
Click here to order

Back to Index
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M idsummer
N ew E nergy
C onference
Santa Fe, USA
September 9-11, 2011

Preparations are well underway for the 2011 Midsummer New Energy
Conference in beautiful Santa Fe, New Mexico. There’s nothing quite
like a Shaumbra Celebration, and this promises to be one of the best.
Enjoy channelings from Adamus Saint-Germain and Kuthumi lal
Singh through Geoffrey Hoppe, Zachary/Zapharia through Lee Harris,
and inspiring messages throughout the weekend from the various
presenters, including:
• Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
• Norma Delaney
• Garret Annofsky
• Lee Harris
• Wulfing von Rohr

More than 5000 Shaumbra from
all around the world connect and
interact on the Crimson Circle
Message Board. It's a lively place
where you can meet people of like
mind and heart.
Whether you want some advice on
that pesky karmic issue, a friendly
ear during a sleepless night, or just
to share laughter and jokes, the
Message Board is where you can
find it.

July 2011

• Jim Self
• Joe Rumbolo
• Dee Wallace
• Sandra Ingerman
• Jean Adrienne

Entertainment will include the popular Jimmy Stadler Band on
Friday night, plus a city-wide celebration that includes parades, special
events, live music and (on Thursday night) the burning of Zozobra. It's
an experience not to be missed!
Come join us for 2½ days of inspiration, enlightenment, and energymoving entertainment. Reconnect with old friends, discover new ones,
and have the time of your life!
Register soon, seats are limited. Click here for more information on
the Midsummer New Energy Conference in Santa Fe.
The conference will be held at the Santa Fe Hilton on the historic
Plaza in gorgeous downtown Santa Fe. This beautiful hotel is within
easy walking distance of many restaurants, shops, art galleries,
entertainment and more.

If you haven't been there before,
you'll need to register and create an
account. It's quick, easy and free!
Click to join the fun!

Back to Index
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Breath & Children

By Erno van Doesselaar – Crimson Circle Teacher in Israel & Netherlands

The Alchemy of Light & Dark
In October 2009 Adamus
accompanied approximately 50
Shaumbra to the south of France on
an unforgettable Sacred Tour. They
visited sacred and historical sites
such as Carcassonne, The Chair of
Isis, Montsegur, and many more.
Through it all, Adamus talked about
the integration of light & dark, both
in that historical area as well as
within human consciousness. He
also shared enlightening information
about Yeshua & Mary Magdalene,
and much more.
As Adamus and Shaumbra prepare
for another Sacred Tour in France, we
are delighted to offer “The Alchemy
of Light & Dark” at a special price,
through the end of July.
Physical CD set $125 Now $99
Digital download set $95 Now $79
Sale prices valid through July 31, 2011
Click for more information or to
order Alchemy
Click for more information on the
upcoming Sacred France Tour

Our divine breath is something magical. It effects all inside us, but
also all around us.Especially with children it is an amazing thing, because
they still have a fresh memory of their divine breath that started from the
moment that they were born as a baby. Besides that, young children are very
experience-focused and not very mind-focused as many adults are. So in
general they have not yet created such big walls that keep them from feeling
the now moment.
I work as teacher in kindergarten with children from 1.5 to 6 years old. I
breathe before I work, I breathe during my work, I breathe after I work. I
consciously invite my essence to fully participate with me in my job and that
creates miracles. I play with the children and in between them with an open
heart, and we enjoy each other very much. And when a child is afraid, hurt or it
is just waking up I nurture them with my soul’s breath.
What happens is that they feel this compassionate breath and they start
to feel safe and respected. After feeling this for a while, they easily get used
to staying at the kindergarten instead of at home. They feel invited to open
up and to just be who they are, and that encourages them to explore their
world. Besides that, I can see a sense of trust growing within them, so when
something happens that is emotionally challenging for them, it is only for a very
short period of time.
An example of a child that showed autistic behaviour
A young girl of about 1.5 years old joined the kindergarten and it was clear
that she had a tough time with adjusting to her new environment. To give
herself a trance-like safe feeling, she kept rocking herself in crawling position,
repeatedly hitting her body against the floor. I am not an expert in autism, but
I did know this was a clear sign. So I approached her and started playing next
to her, showing her some toys, but at first she insisted to keep rocking. If I
would pick her up or do anything that got her out of her rocking, she started
to cry. So a little and easy step for her was to put her in the swing, in between
other children. Still if anyone would lift her up, she would cry, and if she was
left alone, she would immediately start her rocking movements again. So I
decided to pay extra attention to her and to really breathe with her.
I was swinging her and she enjoyed that, then I decided to take her out
of the swing to do something different. While I took her out, I was breathing
compassion over her and I made sure that I told her what we were going to do.
Continued next page
Back to Index
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Breath & Children – continued from previous page

I told her we are going to the sandbox to play together. She cried a bit, but when
we arrived in the sandbox and I let her feel the sand on her feet and her arms,
she really started to enjoy it! We played in the sand, and other children passed
by to have a look at us or to join us, and she felt safe all the time, as long as I
was playing and breathing with her. She progressed a lot, but still it would be
easy for her to go back to her movements if she was left alone.

AWAKENING ZONE

NEW SHOWS!
We have several new shows on the
Awakening Zone – and more coming!
Check out these great hosts and
shows:
• Deniz Sertbarut – Turkish
• Andrea Pasquettin & Graziella Pesce
– Italian
• Anne & Finn Andersen – Danish
• Marisa Calvi – Australia
And a brand new show with Joe
Rumbolo and Deniz Sertbarut! Called
“Live Your Life” this show begins on
July 25, 2011..
Click for more information

So one morning I was talking to the head of the kindergarten, while she was
sitting on the floor in between us, rocking herself gently this time. And while we
were talking, I felt how this girls’ soul and my soul started to communicate. I did
not hear specific words, but I clearly felt how the energies expanded and I knew
this was a next step. The next days we expanded more and more with playing,
sometimes in the sandbox as she would love to feel the sand on her body, and
a few other girls came up to play with her as well. She got up and we all played
together, and at one moment she stood up, reached her arms in the air and
called her name out loud a few times! She was so proud of what she had just
experienced, that in her own way she proclaimed her victory.
Now the only remaining challenge was falling asleep at the kindergarten in
the afternoon. I talked to the head of the school and explained to her that this
was all about the little girl feeling safe enough. So the next day I picked her up
from the swing because as she was tired, and while she cried for a few seconds
I told her “I am going to bring you to bed!” So I went with her, laid her down on
her mattress, and gave her a bottle of milk. Meanwhile I kept breathing over
her. Then I put the blanket over her arms stroked her head gently. I told her how
amazing she was doing and that I loved her, and she fell asleep. Since that day
she has had her nap, just as any other child of her age in the kindergarten.
In 3 weeks time she shifted from being a little girl who was scared and
continuously kept herself in her trance-like autistic movements in order not
to feel what was happening around her, into a very happy girl who loves to
play together with
the other children. She is present in the moment and
is not using her
movements anymore. When I look at her eyes I can
see a difference
between her and the other children. I can see that she
has consciously
chosen to be present. This is what the breath of our
soul does…
Continued next page

Back to Index
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Breath & Children – continued from previous page

MYSTICAL
FRANCE
TOUR

She creates such a sweet invitation, such a safe space filled with compassion
that others feel inspired to be who they really are.
One of the most remarkable things was that in that same school there was
a therapist who specialized in autistic children and he had stated to the mother
that this girl was fully shut down, based on his behaviour studies. That same
day I intuitively told this mother not to worry and not to listen to what others say
is wrong with her child, but to trust her natural instincts, not knowing that this
would happen within a few weeks.
A few times I shared with this therapist that forcing a child to be normal or to be
present like others does not work. It pushes somebody only deeper into their mind.
I stated that a real invitation to be present can only be an invitation of compassion
and unconditional love. I know from my life experience that this is the only way to
calm down the mind and start to feel safe enough to be who you really are. This
experience and many others have inspired me so much that I am going to start now
with guidance for children individually (at first) and their parents and teachers.
Visit Erno's website at becoming-your-breath.com

NEW!
Join us in France this October along
with a group of fifty Shaumbra
adventurers for a six-day tour of
Chartres and Carnac. The tour
features live channelings by Adamus
Saint-Germain and inspiring sessions
with Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe.

Adamus Saint Germain’s

DreamWalker™
Life School
Frankfurt, Germany
December 2-4, 2011

Tour the amazing Chartres cathedral,
the mysterious standing stones at
Carnac, and much more!

English with German translation
Presented by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
with live channelings from Adamus

Click for more information

What comes after DreamWalker Death, Birth and Ascension? DreamWalker
Life! In this new course Adamus talks about living life in joy, which includes
living abundantly, integrated with aspects and Self, enjoying balanced
relationships with others, allowing physical and mental health, and a having a
conscious relationship with your divine.
DreamWalker Life is designed for Shaumbra who are choosing a joyful,
abundant and conscious experience in physical reality. Adamus has said that
Continued next page
Back to Index
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the new Masters will not necessarily leave their bodies when they realize
enlightenment; they will live within the Body of Consciousness to enjoy life,
work and play with other humans, experience Nature in a new way, and serve
as Standards for coming generations. DreamWalker Life offers insights and
guidance for living an enlightened life, in joy.
This is the first new DreamWalker course since the Ascension course was
introduced in June 2007. Portions of this course were given in Kauai, Hawaii
earlier this year but now the entire Life seminar will be offered for the first time
in Frankfurt, Germany in early December. It’s not necessary that you’ve taken
the other DreamWalker courses – Death, Birth and Ascension – but if you
have, you’ll have a deeper sense of the meaning of this new course and how
it fits into the DreamWalker series.
The course will be offered in English with optional simultaneous translation
(headsets) to German, interpreted by Silvia Autenrieth. Silvia is one of our
favorite translators because she not only relays the words but the feelings
as well.

Join us as Adamus launches his
newest book:
Lebe deine Göttlichkeit!
(the English version of “Live your
Divinity!” will be available in 2012)
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe will bring
Adamus to the following cities
during October 2011:

Basel - 13 Oct
Zurich - 14-16 Oct
Vienna - 19 Oct
Berlin - 21 Oct
Hannover - 22 Oct
Hamburg - 23 Oct
This book tour will include several
workshops with Adamus, including:
The Alchemy of Light & Dark
and
Developing the Body of
Consciousness
For more information, complete
schedule, and registration
information, please click here
Adamus 2011 European Book Tour

Thousands of people from all corners of the world have attended the previous
DreamWalker courses, noting that it was life-changing and transformational.
Go to the Events listing on the Crimson Circle website for more information
(www.crimsoncircle.com).
DATE / TIME:
Friday, December 2, 2011 – 10:00 am – 5:00 pm (1700h)
Saturday, December 3 – 10:00 am – 5:00 pm (1700h)
Sunday, December 4 – 10:00 am – 4:00 pm (1600h)
Cost:
$595 USD* early bird through November 2, 2011
$695 USD* after November 2, 2011
* Please add $100 USD for translation headsets and services
Location and Lodging:
Special rates for Crimson Circle:
Holiday Inn Frankfurt
City-South, Conference Centre
Mailander Strasse 1
D - 60598 Frankfurt / Main
Telephone +49 (0) 69 6802 - 0
Telefax +49 (0) 69 6802 – 333
http://www.frankfurt-hi-hotel.com/
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NEW!
FREE PRODUCT

TRI-CHANNEL
from the

KRYON SUMMER
CONFERENCE
in Sedona, Arizona
June 10 – 12, 2011
Sit back and relax while you listen
to the beautiful messages of three
entities that are here to assist
and support us in the evolution of
our consciousness. Gaia (through
Pepper Lewis) starts the gathering,
followed by St. Germain (through
Geoffrey Hoppe) and Kryon (though
Lee Carroll). Each entity addresses
the live audience and listeners on
a very personal and intimate level
while the live music of Robert Coxon
plays in the background.
Click for free download
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Shaumbra Heartbeat
By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Monthly editor

How to Change the Movie?
I've heard that several times since my last article in this space
(Shaumbra Monthly, June 2011). Basically the question is, if you
recognize the movie you’re playing but don’t like it anymore, how do
you change it?
I suppose the answer will be a little different every time, for every
movie, for every person. But I will share some of what has worked for me.
Don’t take it personal
This makes such a difference! If something happens that you don’t
like (someone cuts you off in traffic, someone takes out their frustration
in your direction, etc), when you take it personally it’s like “owning”
that movie and saying, “This is now what I’m playing in my theater.”
But if you remember it’s not about you and let it go or just ignore it,
there is no means by which it can stay in your reality.
In my past there have been people who made it very clear that I
wasn’t welcome in their world. Well, I didn’t want that movie playing in
my life, so I didn’t own it. In other words, I (usually) didn’t fret, didn't fight
back, didn't get offended and hurt, but rather just ignored the snubs
and acted as if nothing was wrong. That was my way of changing the
movie. Instead of feeling like a victim to what others were choosing, I
simply refused to acknowledge what I didn’t want in my reality. It took
a while to get clear about it, and sometimes I forgot it wasn’t about
me, but it was essential practice in learning how to create the reality
I wanted. And now? That sort of thing just doesn’t exist in my world,
because I changed the movie.
Be conscious of the script you're already choosing
If I want to play a movie that includes abundance in my life, it doesn’t
help if I fuss and complain about limitations due to lack of money,
because that’s just playing the old movie. Even when I had to raid the
penny jar to buy food for myself and my family, I refused to call myself
“poor” even though by all standards that was true, because I was
taking that movie OUT of my projector. I’d played it long enough, why
keep reinforcing it? So whenever any little thing happened that could
be construed as abundant, I focused on it, welcomed it, remembered
it, and talked about it, knowing I would create even more. And I have!
Only tell the stories you actually LIKE
This is probably the most important of all. As I have mentioned
in this space before, my younger children do not live with me. I see
them a few times a year, but I am not raising them, and over the years
I have told myself a number of different stories about this situation.
Sometimes it was the story that “I’m a bad mother,” or that “My kids
are hurt by being far away from me.” Interestingly, when I told those
Back to Index
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stories to myself, the kids tended to support it in their responses and
experiences. I have also told the story that “They are creating the
perfectly appropriate reality for themselves, and all is well."And guess
what? They support that one too!
So what is actually real in my world, even with my kids? Whatever
story I tell! And the great thing is, now I can also teach them about
choosing the stories they want to experience in their own lives. How
they are ultimately affected by my choices will actually be up to them,
because we are all free to choose whatever perspective (story) we want
to solidify as our reality.
A well known example of this is the “placebo effect,” where neutral
substances have as much or more effectiveness than the “real” drug.
Placebos work because we believe their story. It doesn’t even matter whehter
it’s actually true or not! Whatever we tell ourselves becomes our truth.

Sexual Energies
TEACHER TRAINING
July 16 – 19, 2011
Manly (Sydney area) Australia
Presented by
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe
Tobias' Sexual Energies Teacher
Training: Understanding Physical and
Psychic Abuse
Manly area (Sydney), Australia
July 16-19, 2011
If you’d like to become a SES Teacher,
this is your opportunity to attend the
training with Geoff & Linda!
You must have taken a basic SES class
to attend this teachers training.
Registration only after application
approval.

So it's about choosing your reality rather than acting as if it’s already
chosen for you. But don’t wait to believe your story until you see evidence of
it. That’s like watching an old movie, wanting a different one, but not getting
up to change it. You have to change the movie before you’ll see a difference.
I recently decided that one of the movies I want to play in my life theater
is called “Jean Buys Her Perfect House.” I'm not sure how the plot will
unfold, and there “appear” to be several roadblocks in the way. (Ah, a
good Mystery!) But, with the certainty that comes from years of choosing,
trusting and creating, I KNOW it will happen – at the perfect time, in the
perfect way. So, anything that doesn’t match that movie (don’t have the
money, don’t have the credit score, don’t know where it is, etc) will not get
any airtime from me. Instead, I’ve already started telling the story I want,
and I look forward to letting you all know how it works out!
There is absolutely nothing you cannot create unless you keep telling
the story of why you can't. There's nothing you can't experience unless
you keep playing the movie that explains why it isn't happening. I don’t
have any special ability that’s different from yours, only a determination
to see what I want and choose to see, regardless of what might "actually"
be happening or everyone around me might be seeing. And it truly works!
Remember Adamus' question, "What are you putting out?" I say you
can easily tell what you're putting out by looking at the movie that's
already playing in your life. So why give airtime to anything you don’t like
when you could just as easily
broadcast what you do like?
I invite you to tell some
new stories – about
yourself, about others,
about your life – and
see what happens!

Click here for details
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AWAKENING ZONE
UPCOMING EPISODES
www.awakeningzone.com

The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening

If you would like to receive the weekly Show Schedule via email, just click here to sign up. It’s easy!
And be sure to browse through the Archives for plenty of amazing and entertaining shows on many different topics.

Astrodoc
With hosts Dr. Douglas Davies & Linda Benyo
Listener Call-ins welcome!
Wednesday, August 3
Breath of Life
With hosts Norma Delaney and Garret Annofsky
Breathing, Compassion, Integration & Mastery
Wednesday, July 20
Bright Light
With host Dee Wallace
Listener Call-ins welcome!
Monday, July 18
Monday, July 25
The Clear Vibration
With host Joe Rumbolo
Thursday, July 14 - Guest: Listener Call-in
Conversations with Jim Self
With host Jim Self
Tuesday, July 19 - Guest: Barbara Hand Clow
Cosmic Particles
With host Dr. Meg Blackburn Losey
Wednesday, July 20 - Guest: Glynis McCants
Wednesday, July 27 - Guest: Jim Self

Wednesday, August 17 - Guest: Gemma Deller
The Crimson Circle Show
With hosts Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Saturday, August 6 - Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, October 1 - Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, November 5 - Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Dopo Pinocchio (After Pinocchio)
With hosts Graziella Pesce & Andrea Pasquettin
Tuesday, July 26 - Guest: Joyce
The Dr. Elizabeth Show
With host Dr. Elizabeth Lambaer
Wednesday, July 20 - Guest: Ray Davis
Wednesday, July 27 - Guest: March Engle
The D-Spot
With host Kelly Sullivan Walden
Wednesday, July 18 - Listener call-in
Wednesday, August 15 - Listener call-in

Frissítö (Refreshment) – Magyar
With hosts Alfred Halasz & Timea Thomazy
Tuesday, July 26 - Guest: Mary Magdalene
Continued next page
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Romanian Awakenings – Româna
With host Silvia Marin
Saturday, July 23 - Guest: Listener Call-in

The Great Shift
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Thursday, July 14
Thursday, July 21

Solutions for A Small Planet
With host Pepper Lewis
Wednesday, July 27 - Message from Gaia

The Heart of What Matters
With hosts Kathryn Brinkley & Elizabeth Mathisen
Tuesday, August 2
Innerspeak Soul Adventures
With host Jean Adrienne
Tuesday, July 19 - Guest: Chaney Weiner
Kendini Seç (Choose Yourself)
With host Deniz Sertbarut
Wednesday, June 29 - Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
NEW Potentials
With host David McMaster
Wednesday, August 10 - Guest: Robert Theiss
New Beginnings
With host with Lee Carroll
Wednesday, June 29 - Guest: Joe Rumbolo

Sandie Sedgbeer: Conversation at the Cutting Edge
With host Sandie Sedgbeer
Thursday, July 14 - Guest: Allan G. Hunter
Thursday, July 19 - Guest: Dr. Tom Ritchie
Thursday, July 21 - Guest: Dr. William Tiller
Thursday, July 26 - Guest: TBD
Thursday, July 28 - Guest: TBD
Sunday Healing Service
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Sunday, July 17
Sunday, June 24
Sunday, June 31
Wulfing’s Spirit Radioshow – Deutsch
With host Wulfing von Rohr
Wednesday, August 3
Wednesday, September 21 - Guest: Edwin u. Carline
Zimmerli

Pure Presence - Aligning to Self
With host Suzy Miller
Listener call-ins welcome!
Friday, July 15
Friday, August 5
Friday, August 19
Friday, September 2
Friday, September 16

Back to Index
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“To submit your creation for an upcoming issue of Shaumbra Monthly, please click here.”
creator
creation

– Todd Schaefer
– The Acceptance Guidebook

In a delightful and rare balance of humor, honesty, and clarity, Schaefer
guides you step-by-step, to help you find your natural and innate Divine
Nature. He shares his own ups and downs while giving you the stepping
stones to overcome whatever pitfalls you may encounter. In this heartfelt gift
of wisdom and guidance, Todd honors your path and your choices. He never
forgets that you are Divine and that you are God’s highest expression of life.
Join Todd Schaefer in a remarkable quest and discovery of peace, love, and
joy.
In The Acceptance Guidebook, you will learn this and more: Develop SelfTrust / Recognize and Follow Your Guidance, Discover Self-Acceptance / SelfWorth, Create Healthy boundaries / Detach from the Drama of Others, Gain Awareness of Ego’s Tricks that Inhibit
Growth, Understand Fear and Remove Its Grip, Allow Good Things to Come to You, Learn the Practical Power of
Prayer.
The Acceptance Guidebook is now available for purchase at Amazon.com and many other online locations.
Click to see a video of Todd’s recent experience on the Shaumbra Launch Pad!
For more information and author contact, visit www.acceptanceguidebook.com

creator
creation

– Joachim Wolffram
– “Just Let Go” - App for iPad/iPhone/iPod

Ever wanted to “Just Let Go” of something? An emotion? A
fear? A doubt? Some Makyo? You wanted to do it the easy
way? Then feel the power of symbolically letting go with this
beautiful app.
First relax by observing the beautiful living mandala. After a
while, when ready to let go of whatever bothers you, press the
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center of the mandala and breathe out for at least five seconds, keeping the center of the mandala pressed while
doing so. Then let go, release the center, breathe in - and be surprised.
Letting Go is easy, just choose it. If you see, hear and feel the moment you really do choose, then you make that
choice known to all parts of you. The “Just Let Go”-App serves exactly that purpose by providing some audio-visual
feedback. Apart from that, it is just fun to watch the living Mandala birth its colors and patterns.
Gifted psychologists and spritiually evolved beings will notice that the “Mandala” represents your “I Am” in its
creation process. Touching the center symbolizes getting in touch with yourself. This results in an expansion until you
just let go by releasing the center. Suddenly you see your original face you had before even your parents were born that creation stuff is but an amazing illusion. And it continues right away, as that is your true nature.
Email address: joachim@wolffram.de

Website: http://www.trueselfsoft.com

Order website: http://itunes.apple.com/app/just-let-go/id439683407?mt=8

creator
creation

– Monica Villarreal
– Get Your Inner Power Back! Blueprint To Stop Binge Eating Taking Over Your Life While Reconnecting With Your Soul

Get Your Inner Power Back! offers a simple, pleasurable, and very effective blueprint (based on
author’s true story) of 20 steps, easy-to-follow, to overcome food obsession and compulsive
eating, while uncovering the core issues involved. If you want to learn about the connections
between your relationship with food and the way you see yourself… If you
wish
to tap into your inner wisdom to clearly understand what is truly going
on… If you desire to get your Divine power back once and for all… this
book is for you.

the

Get Your Inner Power Back! is a book that goes beyond food and
provides much more than 20 simple practices that work. It’s a book
that offers you the possibility to get deep and life changing insights
that will assist you in your journey to restoring and strengthening
your spiritual, emotional and psychological health.
“I went through a big health challenge and as I walked this path my desire to share my journey with others, along
with my insights and discoveries, grew to the point that one day, at 3am, I found myself in front of the computer
typing! I felt very compelled to tell the world about it ... perhaps it could help and inspire others in some way.
Listening to Tobias, Adamus and Kuthumi gave me a push to do it, and with no expectation .... they have been a big
inspiration to me :)”
Email address: editors@freefrombingeeating.com

Website: http://freefrombingeeating.com/

teacher training
O F F E R E D

for J uly /

B Y

N ovember 2011 • register in shaumbra shoppe

TEACHER TRAININGS offered by our Mentor Teachers in various languages around the world

Note: To become a certified Crimson Circle teacher, applicant must have completed desired class as well as Sexual Energies School
DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS

DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION TRANSITIONS

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA, August 12-14, 2011
Kathleen Haws

Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA, August 2-5, 2011
David McMaster & Patti Severance

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA, October 7-9, 2011
Kathleen Haws

ASPECTOLOGY SCHOOL

TEACHER TRAINING

DREAMWALKER DEATH
TRANSITIONS
™

TEACHER TRAINING

TEACHER TRAINING

TEACHER TRAINING

Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA, December 7-9, 2011
David McMaster & Patti Severance

Bucharest, Romania, September 29 - Oct. 2, 2011
Silvia Marin and Lucieta Gavril (English)

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL

TEACHER TRAINING

Manly, Australia, July 16 - 19, 2011
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe (English)
Berlin, Germany, July 29 - August 1, 2011
Sandra Heuschmann & Wolfgang Riedl (English)
Bucharest, Romania, September 1-4, 2011
Silvia Marin and Lucieta Gavril (English)
Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA, November 1-4 2011
David McMaster & Patti Severance

class listings
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NEW ENERGY SYNCHROTIZE™
August 18-21, 2011, Krummhörn near
Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
September 21-25, 2011, Hilgermissen
near Bremen, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann
September 14-17, 2011, Judetul Constanta, Romania
Mirela Ghenea
October 13-16, 2011, Les-Saintes-Maries
de la Mer (Camargue, France)
Kata Szénasi
October 13-16, 2011, Legi (Szczecin area), Poland
Iwona Wirkus

DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION TRANSITIONS

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS

August 5-7, 2011, Berlin, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann

July 15-17, 2011, Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

August 12-14, 2011, Denver, Colorado, USA
Paul Cook

July 15-17, 2011, Turku, Finland
Irene Berger & Irma Rantala (assisting)

August 26-28, 2011, Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

August 19-21, 2011, Salt Lake
City (Sandy) Utah, USA
Kathleen Haws

September 23-25, 2011, Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
October 7-9, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Georgeta Blanaru & Costinel Floricel
October 7-9, 2011, Drammen, near Oslo, Norway
Eva Storrusten & Evy Finjord Heggelund
October 21-23, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Rivalet
October 21-23, 2011, Beckenried, Switzerland
Sonja J. Müller
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September 30-October 2, 2011, Århus, Danmark
Evy Finjord Heggelund
September 30-October 2, 2011,
Golden, Colorado USA
Iwona Wirkus
October 10-12, 2011, Nobeyama, Nagano Japan
Megan Husby & Kuniaki Yamazaki
October 14-16, 2011, Biot near Nice, France
Sandra Heuschmann

class listings
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October 21-23, 2011, Denver, Colorado, USA
Paul Cook
October 21-23, 2011, Salt Lake
City (Sandy) Utah, USA
Kathleen Haws
November 4-6, 2011, Rancho
Cordova, California USA
Iwona Wirkus
November 25-27, 2011, Lelystad,
the Netherlands
Irene Berger

DREAMWALKER
DEATH TRANSITIONS
™

July 22–24, 2011, Wels, Austria
Maria Rebhahn
July 29-31, 2011, Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
August 5-7, 2011, Sebring, Florida, USA
Linda Dobson-Hacker
August 19-21, 2011, Heidelberg, Germany
Maria Rebhahn

ASPECTOLOGY™

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL

July 15-17, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Rivalet

July 15– 17, 2011, Bern Liebefeld, Switzerland
Heidi Stäheli & Rosmarie Lotmar

July 15-17, 2011, Munich, Bavaria, Germany
Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent

July 15-17, 2011, Neuenstadt
(near Heilbronn), Germany
Jessie Jandt & Viola M. Koehler

July 15-17, 2011, Oxnard, California USA
Laurie Hefner
July 20-22, 2011, Kiryat Ono, Israel
Gilit Rom
July 23-25, 2011, Beckenried / NW, Switzerland
Maija Leisso
July 29-31, 2011, Bad Honnef
(near Bonn), Germany
Brise Baulitz & Gerd Heesen
July 29-31, 2011, Krummhörn near
Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
Petra Pitak & Meggi Erman
August 5-7, 2011, Bruchsal, BadenWuerttemberg, Germany
Viola M. Koehler
August 5-7, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Silvia Marin & Lucieta Gavril (assisting)

July 15-17, 2011, Sydney NSW Australia
Libby Neave & Leigh Bisset
July 22-24, 2011, Bruchsal, Germany
Viola M. Koehler & Karin Hoyer
July 22-24, 2011, Copons, Barcelona, Spain
Tania Paula Castilho & Àngel Estois
July 22-24, 2011, Krummhörn near
Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
Petra Pitak & Meggi Erman
July 29-31, 2011, Denver, Colorado U.S.A
Lulu Castillo & David McMaster
July 29-31, 2011, Munich, Germany
Martina Kaiser & Silke Steininger
July 29–31, 2011, Oradea, Romania
Silvia Marin & Valeria Vaida

August 5-7, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Georgeta Blanaru & Costinel Floricel

July 29-31, 2011, Suburban
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
Ann Plantier & Clemens Federowicz

August 5-7, 2011, Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

July 29-31, 2011, Turku, Finland
Reetta Lappalainen & Irma Rantala

September 2-4, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Georgeta Blanaru (Grace) & Costinel Floricel

August 26-28, 2011, Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

August 19-21, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Rivalet & Georgiana Constantinescu

September 2–4, 2011, Ikaalinen, Finland

September 23-25, 2011, Krummhörn
near Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
Petra Pitak & Meggi Erman

August 19-21, 2011, Oxnard, California, USA
Laurie Hefner & David Kim

August 19-21, 2011, Kelowna, B.C., Canada
Maureen Supeene
August 29-31, 2011, Swan Valley,
Perth, Western Australia
Jennifer Grace King

Irma Rantala
September 3-5, 2011, Denver, Colorado, USA
Paul Cook
September 9-11, 2011, Nobeyama,
Nagano Japan
Megan Husby & Kuniaki Yamazaki
September 16-18, 2011, Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar
November 11-13, 2011
, Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Rivalet

October 7-9, 2011, Legi, Szczecin Area, Poland
Iwona Wirkus

August 19-21, 2011
, Vienna, Austria
Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen & Anja Michel

October 10-12 – 2011, Swan Valley,
Perth, Western Australia
Jennifer Grace King

August 25-27, 2011, Kiryat Ono, Israel
Gilit Rom & Yanna Volfinzon

October 21-23, 2011, Heidelberg, Germany
Maria Rebhahn

August 26-28, 2011, Beckenried,
Nidwalden, Switzerland
Sonja J. Müller & Rosmarie Nagila

October 28-30, 2011, Lelystad, the Netherlands
Irene Berger

August 26-28, 2011, Central Colorado, TBA
Patti Severance & Heather Teach

November 18-20, 2011, Sacramento
Area, California USA
Iwona Wirkus

August 26-28, 2011, North Island, New Zealand
Leigh Bisset & Libby Neave

November 25-27, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Rivalet
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September 2-4, 2011, Aarhus, Denmark
Anne Maribo andersen & Finn andersen
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September 2-4, 2011, Near Munich, Germany
Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent & Dagmar Wollenweber

September 17–19, 2011, Oslo, Norway
Marit Singelstad & Gerd Ghelia Frivold

October 21-23, 2011, Munich, Germany
Karin Hoyer & Silke Steininger

September 2-4, 2011, Suburban
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
Ann Plantier & Clemens Federowicz

September 30-October 2, 2011,
Geneva, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch & Jens Friedrich Mertens

October 21-23, 2011, Puerto
Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico
David McMaster & Aliyah Nahyhu

September 9-11, 2011, Krummhörn near
Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
Petra Pitak & Meggi Erman

September 30–October 2, 2011,
Munich, Germany
Anne Soevang & Angelika Ruppert

October 21-23, 2011, Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar & Jutta Bosch

September 12-14, 2011, Santa
Fe, New Mexico USA
Kerri Gallant & Laurie Hefner

October 1-3, 2011, Heidelberg, Germany
Maria Rebhahn & Viola M. Koehler

September 16-18, 2011, Bad
Honnef near Bonn, Germany
Brise Baulitz & Gerd Heesen

October 7-9, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Mirela Ghenea & Carmen Rivalet
October 7-9, 2011, Malmo, Sweden
Gerd Ghelia Frivold & Elisabeth Gullberg Kaidi

October 28-30, 2011, Bucharest, Romania
Costinel Floricel & Georgeta Blanaru (Gratia)
November 11-13, 2011, Ft. Collins, Colorado USA
David McMaster & Patti Severance
November 25-27, 2011, Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch & Jens Friedrich Mertens

September 16-18, 2011, Oulu, Finland
Reetta Lappalainen & Irma Rantala

Click on icons below for
more information and graduate feedback
on these life-changing schools
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International Translations

currently available in Shaumbra Shoppe

Title
10-10-10 Adamus in Berlin
2011: Intense and Personal
Addictions
The Alchemy of Light & Dark
Ancestral Karma
Angels & Aliens
Aspectology
Atlantis & the Wound of Isis
The Beauty of Life
Biological Rejuvenation
Body of Consciousness
Chaos
Conspiracies
Dei Un Gnost
Depression
Discovering Your Passion
Dreams
DreamWalker Birth
Energy In Motion
The Energy of Food
The Energy of Music
The Evolution of Gaia
Expanding Your Intuition
Fields of Potentials
The High Definition Life
Interdimensional Living
Journey of the Angels
Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome
Mental Imbalance
Midsummer Conference 2010 - Munich
Mormons & Other Spiritual Families
Moving Stuck Energy
New Consciousness
The New Earth
New Earth Update
New Energy Business
New Energy Education
New Energy Synchrotize
On Death & Dying
The Oslo Sessions
Out of the Box
Pets
The Quantum Leap
Relationships
Re-Order Your Reality
Reunion
Rising to Freedom
Sacred Geometry
Seven Seals
Sounds of the Soul
Sovereign One
Standard Technology
The 13th Strand
Time, Space & Measurement Systems
Time Travels
Tobias Returns to Israel
To the Messengers
What Lies Ahead
What on Earth
What's Missing?
Adamus on Japan
Chemia –FREE
Drama - FREE
Do You Remember? –FREE
Letter to Awakening Humans - FREE
Silent Prayer –FREE
The Darkness is Your Divinity - FREE
To the Messengers - FREE
Twelve Awakening Signs - FREE
Tobias & Kryon in Madrid - FREE
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